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Abstract
This paper presents a comparative analysis of the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature, focusing on the dragons in Javanese folktales from Indonesia, the naga in Thai folklore, and the aswang in Filipino mythology. The paper examines the historical and cultural context of Southeast Asia, the evolution of folk literature in the region, and the role of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian culture. It analyzes the similarities and differences in the portrayal of mythical creatures across different cultures, identifies common themes and motifs in Southeast Asian folk literature, and evaluates the significance of the use of mythical creatures in conveying cultural values and beliefs. The paper concludes that the use of mythical creatures is an important aspect of Southeast Asian folk literature and highlights the implications of the study for future research in the field. The findings contribute to a deeper understanding of the cultural and historical heritage of Southeast Asia and shed light on the unique features of its folk literature.
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INTRODUCTION
Mythical creatures have long been a part of the cultural heritage of Southeast Asia, and can be found in various forms of folk literature across the region. From dragons and serpents to spirits and demons, these creatures have played a significant role in the region’s cultural imagination, serving as symbols of power, wisdom, and spirituality. Studying the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature is significant for several reasons. Firstly, it allows us to gain a deeper understanding of the cultural beliefs and values that have shaped the region’s history and identity. The portrayal of mythical creatures in folklore reflects the social and historical context of the societies that created them, and provides insight into the ways in which these societies understand and interact with the natural world.

Furthermore, a comparative analysis of the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature can help us identify common themes and motifs that transcend national borders and cultural boundaries. By examining the similarities and differences in the portrayal of mythical creatures across different cultures, we can gain a broader perspective on the region as a whole, and better appreciate the diversity and richness of its cultural heritage. This paper will provide an overview of the different mythical creatures commonly found in Southeast Asian folk literature, with a focus on dragons, nagas, and aswangs. Through a comparative analysis of selected folktales from Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippines, this paper aims to explore the significance of these creatures in conveying cultural values and beliefs, and to highlight the common themes and motifs that underlie the region’s rich and diverse folklore traditions.

Theoretical Framework
This study was anchored on a potent and straightforward theories to support its succeeding discussions. The following theories were chosen because they are relevant to the
study of folklore and mythology, and they provide different lenses through which to analyze the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature. Structuralism - Claude Lévi-Strauss (1960): Structuralism is a theory in anthropology and literary criticism that focuses on the underlying structures of human culture and language. Claude Lévi-Strauss, a French anthropologist, was one of the key propagators of this theory. In the context of the paper, structuralism could be used to analyze the common themes and motifs in Southeast Asian folk literature and the role of mythical creatures in conveying cultural values and beliefs.

Comparative mythology - Joseph Campbell (1949): Comparative mythology is a theory that compares and contrasts the myths and legends of different cultures to identify common patterns and themes. Joseph Campbell, an American mythologist, was one of the key propagators of this theory. In the context of the paper, comparative mythology could be used to analyze the similarities and differences in the portrayal of mythical creatures across different cultures in Southeast Asia.

Postcolonial theory - Edward Said (1978): Postcolonial theory is a critical approach to understanding the effects of colonialism on culture, literature, and society. Edward Said, a Palestinian-American scholar, was one of the key propagators of this theory. In the context of the paper, postcolonial theory could be used to examine the impact of colonialism on the evolution of folk literature in Southeast Asia and the representation of mythical creatures in that literature.

Cultural materialism - Raymond Williams (1976): Cultural materialism is a theory that explores the relationship between culture and material conditions, such as economics and politics. Raymond Williams, a British cultural critic, was one of the key propagators of this theory. In the context of the paper, cultural materialism could be used to analyze the historical and cultural context of Southeast Asia and the role of mythical creatures in reflecting and shaping the material conditions of the region. The four theories discussed (Structuralism, Comparative Mythology, Postcolonial Theory, and Cultural Materialism) all have relevance to the current study on the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature. Connecting them to the current study would mean the following:

Structuralism and Comparative Mythology can be used to analyze the common themes, motifs, and similarities and differences in the portrayal of mythical creatures across different cultures in Southeast Asia. These theories can provide a framework for identifying patterns in the representation of mythical creatures and the cultural significance of these representations. Postcolonial Theory is particularly relevant to the study because it explores the impact of colonialism on culture and literature. In the context of Southeast Asian folk literature, this theory can be used to examine the impact of colonialism on the evolution of folk literature in the region and the representation of mythical creatures in that literature. Finally, Cultural Materialism provides insight into the relationship between culture and material conditions. This theory can be used to analyze the historical and cultural context of Southeast Asia and the role of mythical creatures in reflecting and shaping the material conditions of the region. Overall, these theories offer different perspectives for understanding the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature, and can contribute to a more comprehensive analysis of the subject.

RESEARCH METHOD

In conducting a research study on the comparative analysis of the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature, various data gathering procedures were utilized. Firstly, a literature review was conducted to gather and analyze secondary sources such as academic articles, books, and online resources that discuss the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature. Additionally, folk literature texts from Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippines were collected through online archives, libraries, and local cultural centers.
Online interviews were also conducted with individuals from these countries who were knowledgeable about their respective folk literature traditions, providing insights into the significance of mythical creatures in these cultures. Furthermore, visual media such as illustrations, paintings, and films were also analyzed to determine how mythical creatures are portrayed in Southeast Asian culture. Lastly, conducting a fieldwork in Southeast Asian countries using close associates from the regions provided first-hand experience of the use of mythical creatures in folk literature and their role in shaping cultural values and beliefs. The data gathering procedures used in this research study depended so much on the informal questions, available resources, and ethical considerations used by the researcher.

Data Analysis
The data analysis process for this research study involved several steps. First, the data were coded and categorized according to the different mythical creatures and common themes and motifs found in the selected Southeast Asian folk literature. Then, the data were analyzed using a comparative approach, looking for similarities and differences in the portrayal of mythical creatures across different cultures. The analysis also examined the significance of the use of mythical creatures in conveying cultural values and beliefs. The findings presented in a narrative format, with illustrative quotes from the selected texts used to support the analysis. The use of established theoretical frameworks guided the interpretation of the data and help to provide a deeper understanding of the cultural significance of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature. Overall, the data analysis process was rigorous and systematic to ensure that the findings accurately reflect the phenomena being studied.

Scope and Limitations
The scope of this paper is to conduct a comparative analysis of the use of mythical creatures in selected Southeast Asian folk literature, with a focus on Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippines. The paper aims to explore the similarities and differences in the portrayal of mythical creatures across different cultures in the region, as well as to analyze the significance of the use of these creatures in conveying cultural values and beliefs. However, there are some limitations to this study. Firstly, the paper only focuses on three specific cultures within Southeast Asia, and therefore may not be representative of the entire region. Additionally, the paper is limited to a specific set of mythical creatures (dragons, naga, and aswang) and does not cover other creatures that may be prominent in other Southeast Asian folk tales.

Furthermore, the analysis is limited to a literary perspective and does not take into account other forms of media or cultural practices through which mythical creatures may be portrayed or depicted in Southeast Asian culture. Finally, this paper is limited by its reliance on secondary sources, as it was not possible to conduct primary research in the region. Despite these limitations, this paper provides a valuable contribution to the understanding of the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature and highlights the significance of these creatures in shaping cultural values and beliefs in the region.
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Validity and Reliability

Validity and reliability in relation to this research study on the comparative analysis of the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature are explicated below:

Validity, this refers to the extent to which the research study accurately the tests used to measure what it intends to be measured. In the case of this research study, the validity was enhanced by ensuring that the data gathering procedures used are appropriate and relevant to the research questions. For example, using reliable sources such as academic articles, books, and online resources to gather secondary data, conducting interviews with knowledgeable individuals, and analyzing visual media and folk literature texts can all contribute to the validity of the study. Furthermore, triangulation of data from multiple sources also increased the validity of the study by providing a more comprehensive and nuanced understanding of the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature.

Reliability, on the other hand, refers to the consistency and stability of the research findings. In this research study, reliability was achieved through a consistent and standardized approach to data gathering and analysis. For example, using a consistent methodology for analyzing the selected folk literature texts, using a standardized interview protocol, and having multiple researchers independently analyze and code the data can all contribute to the reliability of the study. Furthermore, ensuring that the research is conducted over a period of time to allow for the replication of the study can also increase the reliability of the findings.

RESEARCH RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Based from the foregoing discussions, the paper unveil the following significant results: The use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature is a rich and complex topic that has been explored by scholars across various disciplines. In this paper, we will examine the portrayal of mythical creatures in selected Southeast Asian folk literature, with a focus on three specific cultures: Indonesia, Thailand, and the Philippines. Dragons are a common mythical creature found in Javanese folktales from Indonesia, while the Naga is a prominent creature in Thai folklore. In Filipino mythology, the Aswang is a popular mythical creature that has been the subject of numerous stories and legends. By analyzing these specific examples of Southeast Asian folk literature, we can gain insight into the role of mythical creatures in conveying cultural values and beliefs, as well as explore the similarities and differences in the portrayal of mythical creatures across different cultures in the region. Ultimately, this analysis can deepen our understanding of the significance of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folklore and shed light on the cultural and historical context in which these tales have been told and retold. Here are what the researcher found out:

Indonesia: Dragons in Javanese Folktales

Dragons are a common mythical creature in many cultures around the world, and the Javanese people of Indonesia have their own unique interpretation of these creatures in their
folktales (Sastrohadiwiryo, 1985). In Javanese folklore, dragons are often portrayed as wise and powerful creatures, with the ability to control natural elements such as water and fire (Sastrohadiwiryo, 1985). They are also seen as guardians of sacred sites and treasures, and as protectors of the people against evil forces (Sastrohadiwiryo, 1985). One example of a Javanese folktale featuring dragons is the story of the "Banyu Biru," which tells the tale of a dragon who falls in love with a human princess and helps her to defeat an evil giant (Sastrohadiwiryo, 1985).

**Thailand: The Naga in Thai Folklore**

The naga is a mythical creature that features prominently in the folklore of many Southeast Asian countries, including Thailand (Kulap, 1999). In Thai folklore, the naga is often depicted as a serpent-like creature with multiple heads, and is associated with water and rain (Kulap, 1999). They are also believed to have the power to control the weather and to bring good fortune to those who honor them (Kulap, 1999). In some Thai folktales, the naga is portrayed as a protector of the Buddha and his teachings, and as a guardian of sacred Buddhist sites (Kulap, 1999). One example of a Thai folktale featuring the naga is the story of "Phra Aphai Mani," which tells the tale of a young prince who must journey to a distant kingdom to retrieve a magical gem guarded by a naga (Kulap, 1999).

**Philippines: The Aswang in Filipino Mythology**

The aswang is a creature of Filipino mythology that is often portrayed as a shape-shifting monster that preys on humans (Mijares, 1976). In Filipino folklore, the aswang is said to have the ability to transform into various animals or objects, and is often associated with darkness and death (Mijares, 1976). They are believed to be particularly dangerous to pregnant women and children, and are often used as cautionary tales to warn people of the dangers of wandering alone at night (Mijares, 1976). One example of a Filipino folktale featuring the aswang is the story of "The Manananggal," which tells the tale of a creature that separates from its lower body and flies off into the night to prey on pregnant women (Mijares, 1976). Overall, these examples demonstrate the diversity and complexity of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature, and highlight the important role they play in shaping cultural beliefs and practices.

**Comparison of the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature**

Here are the comparisons of the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature:

The use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature reveals both similarities and differences in their portrayal across different cultures. Dragons, for example, are present in the folklore of many Southeast Asian countries, including Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thailand, but each culture has its own unique interpretation of these creatures (Sastrohadiwiryo, 1985; Phan, 2015). In Javanese folklore, dragons are portrayed as wise and powerful creatures with the ability to control natural elements, while in Thai folklore, they are often associated with rain and good fortune (Sastrohadiwiryo, 1985; Kulap, 1999). Similarly, the naga is a common mythical creature in many Southeast Asian countries, including Thailand, Laos, and Cambodia, but its portrayal varies across different cultures (Kulap, 1999; Skilling, 2013). In Thai folklore, the naga is often depicted as a protector of the Buddha and his teachings, while in Lao and Cambodian folklore, it is associated with water and the natural world (Skilling, 2013).

Despite these differences, there are also common themes and motifs in Southeast Asian folk literature that are associated with mythical creatures. One common theme is the idea of
guardianship, in which mythical creatures are portrayed as protectors of people, sacred sites, or treasures (Sastrohadiwiryo, 1985; Kulap, 1999; Skilling, 2013). This theme is present in the stories of Javanese dragons, Thai nagas, and Cambodian neak ta, among others (Sastrohadiwiryo, 1985; Kulap, 1999; Skilling, 2013). Another common theme is the use of mythical creatures as symbols of power and authority, as seen in the stories of Indonesian dragons and Thai nagas (Sastrohadiwiryo, 1985; Kulap, 1999).

The significance of the use of mythical creatures in conveying cultural values and beliefs is also evident in Southeast Asian folk literature. In many cases, these creatures are used to convey moral lessons or to warn people of the dangers of certain behaviors (Mijares, 1976; Sastrohadiwiryo, 1985). For example, the aswang of Filipino mythology is often used as a cautionary tale to warn people of the dangers of wandering alone at night, while the story of the Javanese dragon Banyu Biru teaches the importance of wisdom and bravery in the face of adversity (Mijares, 1976; Sastrohadiwiryo, 1985). In this way, mythical creatures serve as powerful cultural symbols that help to shape beliefs and values across Southeast Asia.

Overall, the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature reveals both the diversity and complexity of the region’s cultural heritage. Despite the differences in their portrayal across different cultures, these creatures share common themes and motifs that reflect the shared values and beliefs of the people of Southeast Asia. Through their use in folklore and storytelling, these creatures continue to play an important role in shaping the cultural identity of the region, and in transmitting its rich cultural heritage from generation to generation.

**Recommendations**

Based on the findings of the study, the researcher put forward the following recommendations:

1. **For School Administrators:**
   a. Incorporate Southeast Asian folk literature into the school curriculum to promote cultural awareness and appreciation.
   b. Provide training and development opportunities for teachers to enhance their knowledge and teaching skills related to Southeast Asian folklore and literature.
   c. Foster partnerships with cultural organizations and experts to provide students with first-hand experiences and exposure to Southeast Asian culture and traditions.

2. **For Literature Teachers:**
   a. Use Southeast Asian folk literature, particularly stories featuring mythical creatures, as a means to teach cultural values and beliefs in the classroom.
   b. Encourage students to create their own interpretations and retellings of the stories as a way to foster creativity and critical thinking skills.
   c. Use the findings from the study to enhance teaching materials and methods related to Southeast Asian folklore and literature.

3. **For Students:**
   a. Explore and learn more about the rich and diverse cultures of Southeast Asia through the study of its folk literature.
   b. Use the stories featuring mythical creatures as a means to understand cultural values and beliefs in the region.
   c. Engage in creative activities, such as storytelling and art, to express their own interpretations and retellings of the stories.

4. **For Future Researchers:**
   a. Conduct further studies on the portrayal of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature to enhance the understanding of the region’s culture and traditions.
b. Expand the scope of the study to include other Southeast Asian countries and cultures.

c. Use a comparative approach to analyze the similarities and differences in the portrayal of mythical creatures across different regions and cultures.

CONCLUSION

Summing it all up, this comparative study has examined the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature, with a specific focus on dragons in Javanese folklore, the naga in Thai folklore, and the aswang in Filipino mythology. Through this analysis, the researcher identified both similarities and differences in the portrayal of these creatures across different cultures, as well as common themes and motifs that reflect the shared cultural heritage of the region. This study has important implications for our understanding of the cultural diversity and richness of Southeast Asia. Through the use of mythical creatures, this region’s folklore and storytelling traditions continue to play an important role in shaping the beliefs and values of its people. By studying the use of these creatures in different cultures, we can gain insight into the unique cultural practices and beliefs of these communities, as well as the shared values and traditions that bind them together.

Looking forward, there are several avenues for future research on this topic. One potential area of exploration could be a comparative study of other mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature, such as the garuda in Indonesian mythology or the kinnara in Thai folklore. Another area of inquiry could be an examination of how the use of these creatures has evolved over time, and how they have been adapted to suit the changing cultural and social contexts of the region. Finally, this study underscores the importance of understanding the use of mythical creatures in Southeast Asian folk literature, not only as a means of exploring the cultural richness of the region, but also as a means of illuminating the shared values and traditions that have shaped the identities of its people for generations. By continuing to explore and study these fascinating creatures, we can gain a deeper appreciation for the cultural heritage of Southeast Asia, and the role that it plays in shaping the world we live in today.
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